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Abstract: The article describes the state of the art in reinforced geopolymers, taking into consideration
various types of polymer fiber reinforcements, such as polypropylene, polyethylene, or polylactic acid.
The description is focused on the usage of polymer short fibers and the mechanical properties of the
geopolymer composites. However, to show a wider research background, numerous references are
discussed concerning the selected studies on reinforcing geopolymer composites with long fibers and
fabrics. The research method applied in the article is the critical analysis of literature sources, including
a comparison of new material with other materials used in similar applications. The results of the
research are discussed in a comparative context and the properties of the composites are juxtaposed
with the properties of the standard materials used in the construction industry. Potential applications
in the construction industry are presented. Moreover, the contemporary research challenges for
geopolymer materials reinforced with fibers are presented.
Keywords: geopolymer; geopolymer composite; mechanical properties; fiber; polymer fiber;
synthetic fiber
1. Introduction
Geopolymers are a group of materials that could be defined as inorganic aluminosilicate
polymers with specific composition and properties. The geopolymers are obtained in the reaction of
polycondensation of ortosilicans (comprising Si and Al atoms in their structure) activated usually by
NaOH or KOH [1]. The geopolymerization process required binding material, and activator [2–4].
The most common applied binding materials are: kaolinite after calcination-metakaolin, calcined
clays, industrial waste and by-products (e.g., ashes, slag, waste glass, red mud, mine tailings (different
e.g., copper, vanadium), gauges etc.) or other natural and artificial silicoaluminates (e.g., zeolite, pure
Al2O3–2SiO2 powder as well as magnesium-containing minerals) [1,4]. As the activators are used
usually alkali reactant. It is soluble alkali metal based on sodium or potassium. It includes alkali
silicates, hydroxides, carbonates and other addition such as sodium aluminates or cement kiln dust.
The most commonly used alkaline reactant solution is a mixture of hydroxides (NaOH or KOH) and
silicates solution (Na2SiO3 or K2SiO3). Recently, some works have been undertaken on activation by
acids, such as phosphate acid [1,4]. That process may be performed at low temperature, but the higher
the temperature the better the characteristics of the materials that are obtained [5–7].
Currently, geopolymer composites are the most promising environmentally friendly alternative to
traditional cementitious materials, including Portland cement [1,2]. Geopolymers, in contrast to cement
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and alkali-activated based materials, are also characterized by significant durability [3,4]. The main
advantages of geopolymers are good compressive strength and good thermal properties (high fire and
heat resistance), as well as resistance to corrosive environments [5–7]. The main weakness of these types
of composites is brittle cracking, which limits their use in many areas. Therefore, research connected
with the possibility of incorporating fibers as reinforcement into a geopolymer matrix is conducted [2,8].
Fibers should improve the flexural strength and fracture toughness of these materials [9,10] as well
as increase the amount of energy absorbed by geopolymer before damage occurs [3]. In particular,
the short fibers, due to their easy fiber dispersion, are an effective way to strengthen geopolymers [11].
The addition of fibers changes the character of the fracture from brittle to more ductile [2,12].
The number of cracks in the material is reduced (in particular, the propagation of micro-cracks is
reduced) as well as their dimensions—the width of the cracks is limited [12]. Thanks to this, damage
caused by brittle cracking is minimized, and it is possible to maintain the cohesiveness of materials for a
longer period, which can be critical, especially in emergencies to save people inside the structures [8,13].
Therefore, the introduction of fibers into the geopolymer matrix creates an extremely interesting
material for construction solutions, which stands out from other solutions currently available on the
construction market.
The main goal of the article is to analyze the possibilities of reinforcement of geopolymer composites
by different kinds of polymer fibers, compare their properties, and determine the opportunities of
using new composite in practical applications, especially in the building industry.
2. Research Methodology
The research was focused on mechanical properties of short fiber-reinforced geopolymer
composites. The investigation was conducted with scientific articles databases such as ScienceDirect,
Scopus, and Google Scholar. It was fixated on the term “geopolymer” as well as similar ones, such as:
“inorganic polymer” and “alkali-activated material”, taking into consideration the phrase “mechanical
properties” and next the keyword “fiber”. Also, additional search phrases connected with a particular
kind of fiber, exemplary “polypropylene fiber” were applied.
3. Composites Reinforced with Polymer Fibers
Synthetic fibers are currently the most commonly used addition to various types of composites.
The main aim of the addition of polymer fibers is improving mechanical properties, in particular
bending strength [8,14] and reducing the propagation of micro-cracks in the material [8]. Depending
on the type of fiber used, other benefits could be achieved, for example, increasing fire resistance [14],
a decreasing thermal conductivity coefficient, or other features desirable for a particular application
such as decreasing weight of the composites [8,9,15]. The disadvantage of the polymer fiber could be
used as raw material mainly not renewable resources. These kinds of fiber are usually obtained from
limited resources such as crude oil, however, modern technologies allow also extract plastics from
renewable raw materials—bio-based polymers. As the raw material, starch or bio-succinic acid are
commonly used [16].
3.1. Aramid
The research of geopolymer composites with aramid fiber was carried out using a geopolymer
matrix based on fly ash and aramid fibers with a length of 30 mm and a diameter of 0.5 mm in an
amount of 1.0% by volume [17]. The samples were cured at a high temperature: 85 ◦C for 10 h [17].
The results show increasing the mechanical properties—matrix material reached 70 MPa compressive
strength, while composites with fiber addition reached 88.0 MPa [17]. A significant increase in value
occurred also for flexural strength, respectively: 10.4 MPa for a composite with 1.0% fiber content,
compared to the value of 7.1 MPa obtained for a matrix material and tensile strength—an increase
from 3.1 MPa for matrix material up to 7.7 MPa for composite [17]. The short aramid fibers seem to be
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a promising reinforcement for the geopolymer matrix, however, this kind of fiber is usually applied as
long fibers or textiles [18]. There is a problem with the availability of aramid short fibers in the market.
3.2. Polyacrylonitrile (PAN)
Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) fibers were investigated in a geopolymer matrix made of metakaolin and
slag. The PAN fibers had a length of 6 mm and a diameter of 12 µm. Fiber additives were used in
the following weight proportions: 0.0%, 0.4%, 0.8%, and 1.2% [19]. The best results were achieved
for the composite with 0.8% PAN fiber addition. It was, respectively, 99.84 MPa for compressive
strength, compared to the result of about 80 MPa obtained for the matrix material and 13.76 MPa
for flexural strength, compared to the result of about 4 MPa obtained for the matrix material [19].
However, increasing the flexural strength is significant and gives a perspective for the application
of this composite in civil engineering, there is a lack of information about further research for the
composites with PAN fibers.
3.3. Polyamide (PA)
Research with polyamide (PA) fibers was conducted based on a geopolymer matrix composed
of metakaolin, slag from the Bolu Cement Company in Turkey, sand, and colemanite waste (borate
mineral) from the Eti Mining Company in Turkey [20]. The PA fibers were added in the following
proportion: 0.4%, 0.8%, and 1.2% by volume. The fiber dimensions were: diameter 55 µm and
length 10 mm. The studies were conducted after 3, 7, and 28 days after samples production [20].
Research results show the increase of the mechanical properties of composites over time. In the
case of compressive strength, after 28 days, the best results were obtained for a sample containing
0.8% volume PA fibers: 62 MPa, compared to the value of the sample without reinforcement of
61.6 MPa. The best result of flexural strength was found for composites with a 1.2% PA fiber content:
11.4 MPa, compared to the matrix material of 8.8 MPa [20]. The results obtained were referred to other
types of fillings—basalt, polyolefin, and PVA fibers. Composites with the addition of PA fibers had
worse mechanical properties than those with the addition of basalt fibers or PVA, but they had better
properties than composites with polyolefin fibers [20].
3.4. Polyethylene (PE)
Polyethylene (PE) fibers are in third place of the most investigated polymer fibers in the geopolymer
matrix (after PP and PVA). Nematollahi et al. [21] made comparative studies on the addition of PE
and PVA fibers to geopolymer matrix composed of fly ash and slag [21]. PVA fibers had the following
dimensions: length 8 mm and diameter 40 µm, and PE fibers: length 12 mm and diameter 12 µm.
Composites were formed with 2% by volume fiber addition [21]. The mechanical properties were
investigated after 28 days. The results of the tests showed a reduction in compressive strength as a result
of the addition of PE fibers and a slight increase in this property for PVA fibers. The compressive strength
was 48.6 MPa for the geopolymer matrix, 44.3 MPa for the composite with PE fibers, and 48.7 MPa for
the composite with PVA fibers [21]. In the case of tensile strength, the composites with PVA fibers
reached 4.6 MPa, while with the addition of PE it was 4.2 MPa. There is lack of information about
tensile strength for the matrix material [21].
The PE fibers (length 12 mm and diameter 12µm) were also tested as an addition for the geopolymer
in amount: 0.0, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2.0% by weight [22] and with a content of 0.0%, 0.5%, 0.75%, 1.0%, 1.5%
by weight [23]. The matrix components were mainly products from the Gladstone power plant in
Queensland, Australia [22,23]—fly ash and slag. Samples were tested after 28 days. In both articles,
results are very similar. The decrease of compressive strength of the composites was noted. However,
in both experiments, fiber composites behaved slightly differently. In the first experiment, the highest
value was obtained for the matrix material—about 80 MPa, for subsequent samples this value decreased
with the increasing amount of the fibers. The value was above 70 MPa for the 0.5% PE fibers addition
and only about 30 MPa for 2.0% fibers addition [22]. In the second experiment, the highest value was
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obtained also for the control sample, matrix material, of 56.7 MPa. For composites with PE fibers,
these values were lower and increasing with the fiber content: 0.5%—28.4 MPa, 0.75%—35.0 MPa,
1.0%—44 MPa and 1.5%—45 MPa [22]. The best results for the bending strength were achieved for
about 0.75–1.0% of the addition of PE fibers [22,23].
Other research was provided for composites reinforced by PE fibers—1.75% by weight. The fibers
have dimensions: length 18 mm and diameter 12 µm [24]. The matrix was based on slag with different
proportions of water and activator. The authors obtained the results of compressive strength between
36.3 and 54.8 MPa and flexural strength between 5.1 and 13.1 MPa, however, in this research, there is a
lack of information about mechanical properties of plain samples [24].
3.5. Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET)
Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) fibers were investigated in a geopolymer matrix made of fly ash
and slag and compared with composites reinforced by polypropylene (PP) fibers. The PET fibers had
a length of 12 mm and a diameter of 38 µm and the PP fibers had a length between 12 and 19 mm
and a diameter of 22 µm. Fiber additives were used in the following volume proportions: 1.0 and
1.5% [25]. The results show that irrespective of fiber types the compressive strength of all composites
decreased due to an increase in fiber volume from 1% to 1.5%. The flexural strength of PET fiber
reinforced geopolymer was increased due to an increase in PET fiber volume fractions from 1% to
1.5%. Additionally, PET fiber exhibit higher tensile strength than their counterpart PP fiber reinforced
composites. There is a lack of comparison with a plain matrix in [25].
3.6. Polypropylene (PP)
Polypropylene (PP) was originally used as reinforcement for concretes, improving their flexural
strength. Therefore, attempts were also made to use it to reinforce composites based on geopolymers.
PP fibers were one of the first fibers added to geopolymers [26,27]. PP fibers have been added to both
fly ash and metakaolin geopolymers. The first studies in this field were carried out based on a matrix
made of slag and fly ash with 0.5% and 1% by volume of the fibers [26]. The research results showed
that too low fiber content does not have a positive effect on the properties of geopolymer concrete.
Further studies with the use of PP fibers showed a positive influence on the mechanical properties
of geopolymer composites [28]. Zhang et al. tested geopolymer composites made with the metakaolin
(kaolin calcined at 900 ◦C for 6 h) and the short PP fibers (diameter: 10 µm and length: 3 mm) [28].
The fibers were added in the amount of 0.0%, 0.25%, 0.5%, and 0.75% by weight. The samples were
tested after 1 day and 3 days. The results showed an increase in compressive strength and flexural
strength depending on the addition of fiber. The best results for compressive strength were obtained
for 0.5% fiber content, which was, respectively: 54.7 MPa after 1 day and 52.3 MPa after 3 days.
For reference samples without fiber content, these results were respectively: 32.6 MPa and 41.5 MPa.
The best results for flexural strength were obtained for the sample with the addition of 0.75% PP fiber,
it was 10 MPa after 1 day and 9.4 MPa after 3 days. For reference samples, these values were 5.0 MPa
and 5.5 MPa. The authors do not explain the decreasing of mechanical properties over time for samples
with PP fiber [28].
Also, studies with fly ash-based geopolymers have shown the positive effect of PP fibers on the
mechanical properties of the composites. PP fibers were added to the composites based on class F fly
ash in an amount of 0.05% and 0.15% by weight [29]. The research showed an increase in the mechanical
properties over time and the achievement of higher compressive strength values (over 30 MPa) for
composites with 0.15% PP fiber addition compared to the base material [29]. The beneficial effect of PP
fibers on the properties of geopolymer composites based on fly ash class F was also confirmed [30].
Short PP fibers for dedicated concrete in the amount of 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% by volume were used as
reinforcement for geopolymers. The flexural strength was investigated. The best results were obtained
for 15% and 20% by volume of fibers, it was respectively 7.6 MPa and 7.9 MPa compared to the samples
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with 5% PP content, for which only 2.1 MPa was obtained [30]. The tests also confirmed the good
cohesion of the fibers with the matrix [30].
Fly ash class F ashes from Malayan Cement Bhd of Malaysia were used for manufacturing the
composites with 0.5%, 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and 5% by volume of PP short fibers. The studies were
conducted after 2, 7, 14, 28, 56 days [31,32]. The results obtained were presented in a graphic form,
which does not allow giving precise values for mechanical properties. However, the results show
that the addition of the fibers increases the flexural strength and cause a decrease in the compressive
strength [31,32]. In the case of flexural strength, a positive effect was noticed for composites with the
addition of more than 1% of PP fibers (for 0.5% there was a decrease in the value compared to the
matrix material) on the results obtained in the early period of material curing—up to about 2 weeks.
After this period, the bending strength of the matrix material increased, and it stabilized for composites
with 1%, 2%, and 3% fiber addition, but its values were lower than for the plain material. The best
results were obtained for 4% and 5% fiber addition. Even after 56 days, they were higher than for the
matrix material itself and exceeded 10 MPa [31,32]. The compressive strength was tested after 7 days,
the properties of the composites with various fiber additions were similar to the value obtained for the
matrix material itself and had about 30 MPa. After this time (the tests were carried out for 56 days),
the strength of the matrix material itself increased to about 60 MPa, and for composites with fibers,
it changed only slightly—up to about 35 MPa [31,32].
Tests of composites with short PP fibers were also conducted based on a matrix composed of
class F fly ash from the Catalagzi/Zonguldak power plant in Turkey and slag from the Bolu cement
plant [33]. PP fibers were added to the matrix in a volumetric ratio: 0.4%, 0.8% and 1.2%; fibers had
dimensions: 0.0075 mm in diameter and 12 mm in length [33]. The composite was heated at 80 ◦C
for 24 h. The samples were tested after 7 and 28 days [33]. The test results showed slight changes in
strength compared to the control samples (without fibers) for both compressive strength and bending
strength. The samples did not show a significant increase in the strength values over time [33]. The best
results were obtained for the compressive strength after 28 days, it was about 61 MPa for the sample
with 0.4% PP fiber content, compared to the strength of 60.5 MPa obtained by the reference samples.
The flexural strength for the samples with fiber reinforcement was: 9.7 MPa, compared to 8.5 MPa for
the control sample [33].
The mechanical properties of geopolymers with the addition of PP fibers were also tested based
on a matrix from class C fly ash, slag after steel processing, and sand [34]. The PP fibers added to the
composites had the following dimensions: diameter: 18–30 µm and length: 12 mm; they were added
in 0.0%, 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.3% and 0.4% by volume. The samples were tested after 3, 7, and 28 days [34].
The compressive strength increased over time for all composites, after 3 days it was about 12 MPa,
after 7 days about 22 MPa, and after 28 days above 35 MPa. All composites achieved higher values
than the matrix material. The highest values were achieved for 0.2% by volume of PP fiber addition,
it was 39.0 MPa, compared to about 35 MPa for the matrix material. The compressive strength values
of composites reinforced by PP fiber was compared with basalt and steel reinforcement. It was lower
than for composites reinforced with basalt fiber but slightly higher than for steel reinforcement [34].
The increase in flexural strength was also observed over time. This value after 3 days was about 3 MPa,
after 7 days about 3.5 MPa, and after 28 days about 6.5 MPa. Composites with 0.1%, 0.2%, and 0.3%
additions achieved higher values than the matrix material, while the material with 0.4% PP fibers
was slightly lower. The highest values were achieved for 0.2% of PP fiber addition; it was 7.0 MPa,
compared to about 6.5 MPa for the matrix material. The values obtained were slightly lower than for
materials with basalt or steel reinforcement [34].
The influence of the PP fiber type on the mechanical properties was also investigated [35]. The tests
were carried out on a matrix made of sand and slag with the use of two types of PP fibers. The fibers
had different properties and methods of production. The first, defined as “split fiber”, was created
by cutting tapes of split yarns and had the dimensions of 20 µm in diameter and 12 mm in length.
The other fiber, called “multi-fiber”, was a conventional spun fiber (there were aggregations of fiber
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in the material) with dimensions: 38 µm in diameter and 20 mm in length. Fibers were added to the
composite in an amount of 2% by volume. The samples were investigated after 7 and 28 days [35].
The flexural strength for both fibers used in the tests increased. It was approx. 8 MPa for matrix material
up to 31 MPa for “split fiber” and about 32 MPa for “multi-fiber”—after 28 days. The compressive
strength after 28 days was about 80 MPa for reference samples, about 75 MPa for “split fibers” and
almost 100 MPa for “multi-fibers” [35].
The other research studies conducted in this field show slight changes in the mechanical properties
of materials, both for composites based on fly ash as well as slag with various fiber additives [36,37].
The interesting phenomenon in the case of the addition of PP fibers is the decrease of compressive
strength over time, occurring in about half of the presented research works in this field. This
phenomenon is mostly explained by the authors by the presence of additional spaces between the
reinforcement and the matrix in the matrix material curing process [31–33,35,37]. Zhu et al. confirmed
that if the amount of fibers in composites is properly selected, both compressive and flexural strength
should increase [38].
Zhu et al. carried out research with the usage of fly ash-based geopolymers. The samples were
exposed to a high temperature: 85 ◦C for 10 h [38]. As an additive, PP fibers with a length of 30 mm
and a diameter of 1 mm were used in the amount of 1.5% by volume [38]. The results show the
improvement of mechanical properties. The compressive strength of the matrix was 70 MPa, and the
composites with the addition of fibers was 91.7 MPa [38]. The values for the flexural strength were
respectively 8.4 MPa for the composite, compared to 7.1 MPa for the matrix material [38]. The research
also included tensile strength tests. There was an improvement from 3.1 MPa for the matrix material to
6.4 MPa for the composite with PP fibers [38].
This type of composite also has significant resistance to cracking at high temperatures, which
allows it to be used as fireproof barriers in construction [9,39]. This kind of material could be used as
lightweight construction and isolation materials [39]. Wang et al. have studied foamed geopolymers
reinforced by PP fibers [39]. As a raw material, the fly ash from the Chinese coal mine company has
been used (Class II according to the Chinse Standard of GB/T1596-2017). The fibers have a diameter
of 0.017 mm and length between 3 and 19 mm. The fibers were added in 0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5% and 2.0%.
The best results were achieved for 0.5% PP fiber addition. The results show a significant improvement
in the composition with PP fibers. The compressive strength of fiber reinforced composites with fiber
lengths of 3 mm, 6 mm, 9 mm, 12 mm, and 19 mm was increased by 57%, 46%, 57%, 71%, and 6%
respectively compared to the reference samples [39].
The innovative approach to fiber-reinforced geopolymers is also presented by Nematollahi et al. [40,
41]. The raw materials for the geopolymer matrix were: fly ash, micron-scale silica sand. The PP fibers
ranging between 0.25% and 1.00% by volume were added to a geopolymer mixture [40]. The fibers
have a diameter of 11.2 µm and length of 6 mm. The use of fiber dosages more than 0.5% by volume
caused the deflection-hardening behavior of the 3D-printed geopolymers and higher fracture energy
in comparison to specimens without fiber or with lower fiber content. The best results were achieved
by 0.25%. The received results were strongly correlated with the direction of the force [40].
The behavior of PP fibers was investigated also in boroaluminosilicate geopolymers and compared
to conventional aluminosilicate binders [42]. The PP fibers were added in 0.5% and 1.0% by weight
(length: 19 mm, diameter: 40 µm). The results show the flexural strength of aluminosilicate
geopolymer as well as boroaluminosilicate declines. The main advantage of adding the PP fibers was
an improvement of about 0.8 J surge in the toughness [42].
Chen et al. modified metakaolin-based geopolymers by polyacrylic emulsion (PAA) and PP
fibers [43]. The PP fibers have a diameter of 40 µm and length of 8 mm. The fibers were of dosages
0.1%, 0.2%, 0.3% and 0.4% relative to the total volume [43]. The best results for the PP fibers were
achieved by 0.2% and 0.3% volume addition. The compressive strength increases from ca. 48 MPa for
the matrix to ca. 49 MPa for the composite with 0.2%PP fibers and almost 53 MPa after the modification
by PAA (the base value for modified samples by PP was the same as for plain matrix). For the 0.3% PP
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fibers, the compressive strength for the matrix material decreased below 45 MPa, but for the material
with PAA modification increased up to 55 MPa. The flexural strength for the plain matrix was ca.
5.6 MPa after PAA modification it increased to 7 MPa. For both materials, the PP fibers addition in
0.2% caused improvement of flexural strength up to 6.9 MPa and 9.2 MPa, respectively [43].
The different types of PP fibers have been tested also by Noushini et al. [44]. They added three
types of PP fibers: 18, 19, and 51 mm length with a volume fraction of 0.5% to a geopolymer based on
fly ash and slag. The results show a decrease in compressive strength for all types of fiber. After 28 days
for the reference samples, the compressive strength was 50.4 MPa, and samples with PP fibers were
between 46.7 and 47.3 MPa [44]. The authors investigated also tensile strength that slightly increases
from 4.1 MPa for the matrix to 4.3 MPa for the composite with 19 mm PP fibers [44].
The trials were also provided on a geopolymer based on zeolitic tuff and fine aggregates—river
sand reinforced by PP fibers (length 12–19 mm) [45]. The PP fibers were implemented in 0.5% and
1.0% by weight. The compressive strength was investigated, however, received results are very low
and required further works. The best results were achieved for 0.5% fiber additions; it was barely
4.6 MPa [45].
Much higher results for mechanical properties were achieved by Pham et al. [46]. Two kinds of PP
fibers (the length of 10 and 15 mm, the diameter of 50 µm) were added in amount 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5% by
volume to geopolymer matrix based on fly ash with aggregates [46]. The results show improvement
compressive strengths as well as flexural strengths for both types of PP fibers. The better results were
achieved for shorter PP fibers of 10 mm lengths. The best results for compressive strength was for
0.5 vol.% PP fibers achieved 43.3 MPa, compared with 32.0 MPa for a plain matrix [46]. The flexural
strength had a higher value for 1.5% vol. PP fibers addition achieved almost 8 MPa, compared with
5.9 MPa for the material without reinforcement [46]. The authors also compared results for PP fibers
with steel fibers. The slightly better mechanical properties were noted for the composites reinforced by
steel fibers [46]. These works also show the possibility of computer modeling the predicted values for
this kind of composite [46].
The metakaolin based geopolymers with aggregates were reinforced by PP fibers of length
6 mm and diameter 20 µm [47]. The PP fibers were added to the mixture at 0.3%, 0.5%, and 1.0%
by mass. The results show a lack of changes in compressive strength—the strength of the control
sample was 52.6 MPa which increased by less than 1.0% upon adding 1% PP fibers and increasing the
flexural strength. The flexural strength of the control sample was 3.6 MPa which improved to 3.8, 4.2,
and 4.9 MPa when 0.3%, 0.5%, and 1.0% PP fibers were added [47].
The decrease of compressive strength of the geopolymer composites after PP fibers addition was
also observed by Yuan et al. [48]. The matrix was made from fly ash with different slag addition.
The PP fibers (length 12 mm and diameter 40 µm) were added to the mixture in an amount of 0.15%,
0.30%, and 0.45% by volume [48]. The compressive strength decreased from 80 MPa for the matrix to
74.8, 72.1, and 46.3 MPa for the composites with fibers [48].
Among the various types of fiber, PP fiber is the most commonly used for thermal insulation
purposes and as lightweight materials [49–51]. The fibers in the geopolymer matrix are also resistant
to high temperatures up to 900 ◦C [52]. Other reasons for the greater usage of PP fibers also include
economical advantage and excellent resistance to environmental aggressiveness [39,52].
3.7. Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA)
A large amount of research has also been conducted with a polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) fiber-reinforced
geopolymer matrix. These tests compared composites with PP fibers and PVA fibers have been
conducted [33]. The matrix based on fly ash class F from the Catalagzi/Zonguldak power plant in
Turkey and slag from the Bolu cement plant were used for this research. PVA fibers were added to
the matrix in 0.4%, 0.8%, and 1.2% by vol. (fibers dimensions: 0.04 mm in diameter and 8 mm in
length). The composite was cured at 80 ◦C for 24 h. The samples were tested after 7 and 28 days [33].
The test results show an increase in the mechanical properties of the samples with fibers compared to
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the control samples (without the fibers content) [33]. The best results were for compressive strength for
composites with 1.2% fibers content of 63.1 MPa, compared to 60.5 obtained for reference samples and
strength bending of 11.8 MPa, compared to 8.5 MPa for the control samples [33].
Tests with PVA fibers were also carried out based on a geopolymer matrix composed of metakaolin,
slag from the Bolu Cement Company in Turkey, sand, and colemanite waste (a mineral from the borate
group) from the Eti Mining Company mine in Turkey [20]. The tests were carried out with 0.4%,
0.8%, and 1.2% by volume of PVA fibers. The added fibers had a diameter of 39 µm and a length of
8 mm [20]. The research results show an increase in the compressive strength; the best results were
obtained for the samples containing 1.5% by volume of PVA fibers of 66.2 MPa, compared to the value
of the sample without reinforcement of 61.6 MPa. The highest value for flexural strength was achieved
for the composite with 1.2% fiber content of almost 12.2 MPa, compared to the matrix material of about
8.8 MPa (according to the data presented in the diagram, which they are consistent with the data found
elsewhere in the article, according to which the strength reached almost 12 MPa) [20]. The composite
results were compared with basalt, polyolefin, and PA composites. The composites with PVA fibers
had the best compressive strength and were second (after the composites with basalt fibers in terms of
flexural strength) [20].
Composites with 0.5% and 1% by volume of PVA fibers (diameter of 38 µm and length of 8 mm)
were investigated in a geopolymer matrix based on fly ash from the Eraring power plant in the New
South Wales region of Australia [53]. The research was carried out both for the traditional matrix and
for the foamed geopolymers [53]. The compressive strength for the non-foamed geopolymers was
about 20 MPa. In the case of foamed geopolymers (foamed agent—H2O2) the addition of PVA fibers
increased the compressive strength by about 5 MPa compared to the plain matrix [53]. The results of
the flexural strength for the non-foamed matrix show its increase with an increasing amount of fibers
in the composite to about 13 MPa for 1% fibers addition [53].
The comparisons between PP and PVA fibers were carried out also using a fly ash-based
geopolymer matrix [38]. The two types of PVA fiber have been used. The first of them were fibers
18 mm long and 0.2 mm in diameter, and the samples, in this case, were subjected to a high temperature
of 80 ◦C for 8 h [38]. The second type of PVA fibers had dimensions: a length of 15 mm and a
diameter of 0.3 mm. These samples were exposed to a temperature of 85 ◦C for 10 h. The amount of
fibers addition to the composites was 2.0% by volume [38]. The compressive strength for the matrix
material was about 70 MPa, and for the composites with PVA fibers it was 101.9 MPa. The bending
strength for the matrix material was 7.1 MPa, and for the material with 2.0% PVA fibers 10.5 MPa [38].
Composites reinforced with PVA fibers achieved higher mechanical properties than composites with
PP addition [38].
The behavior of PVA fibers was also compared with steel and glass fibers [54]. The geopolymer
matrix consisted of fly ash, slag, and sand. PVA fibers were 12 mm long and have 15 µm in diameter.
The fibers were added at 1% and 2% by volume [54]. The tests were carried out after 3, 7, 14, and 28 days,
which allowed to observe an increase in the mechanical properties of composites over time [54]. After
28 days, the compressive strength value for the samples with 1% addition of fibers was lower than
for the material without the filler and was about 41 MPa; for the material with 2% fibers, it was the
same as for the geopolymer without additives—about 45 MPa. These results were lower than for
composites with the addition of steel fibers and slightly higher than for composites with glass fiber [54].
The flexural strength was 4.5 MPa for 1% PVA fibers addition and 5 MPa for 2% PVA fiber addition,
respectively. It was not referred to the flexural strength of the matrix material. The obtained values
are comparable for glass fibers and some types of steel fiber reinforcement. Other types of steel fibers
reinforcement gave better results—about 6.5 MPa [54]. The studies also have shown a change in the
nature of the fracture from brittle to ductile in the case of the addition of fibers [54]. Similar results
were obtained for the geopolymer composites prepared based on metakaolin combined with fly ash
class F (from the Qingzhou power plant in Hong Kong) [55]. The fibers used for this research had a
diameter of 14 µm and a length of 6 mm. The fibers were added in 1% and 2% of the volume. In the
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prepared composites, it was possible to observe a change in the crack character from brittle to ductile
with the addition of fibers [55].
Research with the use of PVA fibers was also carried out on two geopolymer matrices based on
fly ash, class C and class F [56]. The study used PVA fibers 15 mm long and 37 µm in diameter in
the amount of 0.5%, 1.0%, and 1.5% by weight [56]. The research showed better results for tensile
strength for composites based on class C fly ash. The optimal fibers content was 1.0% by weight [56].
Research with the use of PVA fibers was also carried out with the use of a metakaolin matrix with the
addition of slags from the Italian company Acciaieria di Rubiera SpA in Casalgrande [57]. The flexural
properties of the composites with 1.0% by weight of PVA fibers with a diameter of 18 µm and a length
of 7 mm were tested. The flexural strength for the plain matrix was 6.9 MPa, and for composites with
reinforcement it was 11.2 MPa [57]. The research was also conducted on the composites based on a
metakaolin matrix with the addition of fly ash class F and sand [58,59]. The received properties were
compared to traditional concrete materials [58]. The samples were prepared with a 2% addition of
PVA fibers. Two kinds of fibers were used: diameter: 40 µm and length 8 mm [58,59] and diameter:
0.1 mm and length 12 mm [57]. The research was carried out after 28 days. The results of the research
showed that the composites based on the geopolymer matrix achieved lower or comparable values of
the flexural strength than composites based on traditional concrete, but the geopolymer composites
were characterized by a more ductile cracking mechanism [58,59]. Slightly better results were achieved
with smaller fibers (smaller diameter and shorter length) [33].
The PVA fibers (diameter 0.04 mm and length 8 mm) were also added in 2.0% by volume to
a geopolymer based on fly ash class F from the Gladstone power plant in Queensland, Australia.
Two types of activators based on sodium and potassium were used in this research [60,61]. The tests
were carried out after 28 days. The properties of the new composites were compared with the plain
matrix material as well as concrete based on Portland cement. The results show an improvement in
compressive strength and very good properties of the geopolymer in terms of flexural strength [60,61].
The best compressive strength results were obtained for the sodium activated matrix, it was 54.6 MPa
for the matrix material and 63.7 MPa for the composite with fibers [60,61]. Some increase in the flexural
strength was also noted, but the properties for the new composites were lower than for the concrete
based on Portland cement [60,61].
It is also worth paying attention to research with PVA fibers based on fly ash from the Yangluo
power plant in Wuhan city, Hubei province, China, and slag from the Wuhan Iron and Steel Group
plant in Wuhan city, Hubei province in China [62]. The tests were carried out with 0%, 0.5%, 1%, 1.5%,
and 2% by weight addition of two PVA fibers: length 8 mm and diameter 40 µm and length 12 mm and
diameter 100 µm [62]. Measurements were made on samples after 3, 7, and 28 days. The results showed
an increase in mechanical properties for all composites with the PVA fibers. the compressive strength
for the samples with 2% content of the first type of fibers (length 8 mm) was after 28 days almost
85 MPa, for comparison, the strength of the matrix material after the same time was 49.2 MPa [62].
The highest value of the flexural strength was also obtained for 2% fibers content, but it was the second
type of fiber (length of 12 mm). The value after 28 days was 18.2 MPa, compared to the plain matrix
value of 4.8 MPa [62].
Slightly different results are shown by Borges et al. [63]. This work was carried out on composites
with a metakaolin matrix reinforced by PVA fibers (length of 8 mm, a diameter of 40 µm) in the
following proportions: 1% and 2% by volume [63]. The tests were carried out on samples at 28 days
after their preparation. The tests show a decrease of the compressive strength from the value of
61 MPa for the matrix material to 59 MPa for the composite with 1% addition of fibers and 50 MPa
for the material containing 2% of PVA fibers. The flexural strength of composites with fibers for
composites with 2% fiber content increased. It was about 8 MPa. For the composite with 1% fiber
content, it decreased and it was about 3.5 MPa, compared to 4 MPa obtained for the plain matrix [63].
Similar behavior of the geopolymer composites was observed by Ekaputri et al. [64]. The compressive
strength for composites with additions of 0%, 0.3%, 0.6%, and 1% by weight of PVA fibers in the
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metakaolin matrix was investigated [64]. While for composites with 1% of fibers the compressive
strength increased, for composites with 0.3% and 0.6% PVA fibers, the compressive strength decreased,
compared to the matrix material [64]. The authors tried to link this behavior of the material with the
number of voids in each composition [63,64].
The necessity to select the correct proportion of fibers is also shown by Xu et al. [65]. The research
was conducted on a matrix composed of fly ash from Hangzhou Yi-solid New Material Technology Co.,
Ltd. in China and sand [65]. The experiments were carried out with 3%, 5%, and 7% addition of PVA
fibers by weight. The PVA fibers were 8 mm in length and have a diameter of 39 µm [65]. The tests
were undertaken after 7, 14, and 28 days. The mechanical properties of the prepared compositions
increased over time. The results of the research showed that the optimal addition for the composite
is 7% of the fiber due to the compressive strength and 5% of the fibers due to flexural strength [65].
The compressive strength after 28 days increased from 40.2 MPa for the matrix material to 43.6 MPa
for the composite with a 7% addition of PVA fibers. The flexural strength after 28 days for the matrix
material was 3.56 MPa, and for the material with 5% fiber addition it was 6.9 MPa; for the composite
with 7% addition, it was slightly lower at 5.4 MPa [65].
The geopolymer composites with PVA fibers addition were also investigated by Yuan et al. [48].
The matrix was made from fly ash with different slag addition. The PVA fibers (length 12 mm and
diameter 20 µm) were added to the mixture at 0.15%, 0.30%, and 0.45% by volume [48]. In the case
of composites with a 10% slag amount the compressive strength slightly decreased after PVA fibers
addition; from 80 MPa for the matrix to 74.1 MPa for 0.15% vol. PVA fibers, 79.6 MPa for 0.30%,
and 0.45 vol.% for the composites with fibers [48]. For the composites with 50% of slag after 0.30% vol.
PVA fibers addition the compressive strength increased from 82.0 MPa to 94.1 MPa [48].
Significant improvement of the flexural strength for the geopolymers reinforced by 2% PVA fibers
(length: 12 mm, a diameter of 39 µm) is shown by Wan et al. [66]. They research matrix with different
slag addition and the fly ash and sand and for all investigated composition the addition of the fibers
improved the flexural strength as well as initial fracture toughness and unstable fracture toughness of
geopolymer [66].
Zhang et al. investigated the geopolymers based on metakaolin and fly ash. The PVA fibers
(length of 12 mm, diameter of 40 µm) were added in 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8%, 1.0% and 1.2% proportions
by volume [67]. The best result for compressive strength was for the composite with 0.8% fibers
addition—ca. 65 MPa, comparison with plain matrix—50 MPa. The flexural strength has the highest
value for the composite with 1.2% fibers additions—10 MPa, compared to the plain matrix—6.5 MPa [67].
The other research shows the potential applications for geopolymer composites reinforced by
PVA fibers for different kinds of engineering applications, including structures [68,69], fire resistance
products for the construction industry [70], and for maintained work, including repair of concrete
structures [71].
3.8. Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
Research with the use of PVC fibers was carried out based on a metakaolin matrix with the
addition of slag from the Italian company Acciaieria di Rubiera SpA, in the town of Casalgrande [57].
The bending properties of composites with 1.0% by weight of PVC fibers (diameter of 400 µm, length
of 7 mm) were tested. The flexural strength for the plain matrix was 6.9 MPa, and for composites
with reinforcement 10.0 MPa [57]. These values were slightly lower than for composites with PVA
fibers [57].
3.9. Other Polymer Fibers
Tests with polyolefin fibers (PO), with the type of fibers not specified, were also carried out
based on a geopolymer matrix composed of metakaolin, slag from Bolu Cement Company in Turkey,
sand, and colemanite waste (a mineral from the borate group) from the Eti Mining Company mine
in Turkey [20]. The PO fibers (diameter of 63 µm and length of 10 mm) were added with 0.4%, 0.8%,
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and 1.2% by volume. The studies were conducted after 3, 7, and 28 days [20]. The best results of
compressive strength were after 28 days, for the sample containing 0.8% by volume addition of PO
fibers, of about 61.6 MPa. The result was slightly better than for the plain matrix. The highest result of
flexural strength was obtained for the composite containing 1.2% fiber addition of 11 MPa, compared
to the matrix material of 8.8 MPa [20]. The composites reinforced by PO fibers were compared with
composites based on the same matrix with the addition of basalt fibers, PVA, and PA. Compared to
other composites, they obtained the lowest mechanical values [20].
The polyolefin fibers have been tested also by Noushini et al. [44]. They added two types of
fibers: 48 and 55 mm length with a volume fraction of 0.5% to geopolymer based on fly ash and slag.
The results show a decrease in mechanical properties for both types of PO fibers. After 28 days for the
reference samples, the compressive strength was 50.4 MPa, and for samples with PO fibers it was 43.8
and 43.6 MPa, respectively [44]. The tensile strength also decreased from 4.1 MPa for the matrix to 3.9
and 3.5 MPa for the composite with PO fibers [44].
A matrix based on metakaolin was used for testing the addition of PLA fibers. Research work
in this area was mainly related to the use of these fibers as an additive generating pores in the
material [72,73].
3.10. Use of Synthetic Fibers in Hybrid Reinforcement
Another type of reinforcement used in composites based on geopolymers is the so-called hybrid
reinforcement—containing two different types of fiber. For this type of reinforcement, fibers with
different properties are most often used to obtain the synergy effect [20]. Steel fibers combined with
plastic fibers are most often used in this type of reinforcement. An example of this type of reinforcement
is the use of short steel and PP fibers [37,74–77].
The research was carried out on a geopolymer matrix based on fly ash and silica fume,
the ingredients came from a power plant in Lampang province in Thailand. Curved steel fiber
(60 mm long) and PP fiber (58 mm long) were used for the composite [37]. Two types of experiments
were conducted. In the first, PP fibers were replaced with steel fibers with an increment of 0.2% until a
full replacement was achieved. In the first case, an increase in compressive strength was observed with
an increasing amount of steel fibers in the composite. For the composite with PP fibers, the compressive
strength after 28 days was 35.44 MPa, and with subsequent additions of steel fibers, it increased:
80:20—40.5 MPa, 60:40—45.2 MPa, 40:60—51.7 MPa, 20:80—56.8 MPa and 100% steel fibers 60.57 MPa
(for the same period, the compressive strength for the material without the addition of fibers was
40.08 MPa) [37]. In the second experiment, steel fibers were added to the composite with an increase of
0.2%, until the total volume fraction reached 2%. The amount of PP fibers was constant at 1% [37].
The compressive strength also increased with an increasing amount of steel fibers and was for the
addition of 1% of steel fibers and 1% of PP fibers: 73 MPa. For the remaining composites it was,
respectively: 1% PP fibers and 0% steel fibers 35.4 MPa, 1% PP fibers and 0.2% steel fibers 39.4 MPa, 1%
PP fibers and 0.4% steel fibers 43.7 MPa, 1% PP fibers and 0.6% steel fibers 56.5 MPa, and 1% PP fibers
and 0.8% steel fibers 68.4 MPa [37]. The research also determined the behavior of the composites in
terms of flexural strength, which was similar to the compressive strength [37].
The research with the usage of PP and steel fiber reinforcement was also made on a geopolymer
matrix based on fly ash class C. The fibers were applied in 0.5 and 1% by volume. The fibers were
used in a 4:1 ratio, including steel macro fibers (length 30 mm, 0.5 mm diameter) and PP microfibers
(length 12 mm, 18 µm diameter). The tests were carried out after 28 days at temperatures ranging
from −30 ◦C to 300 ◦C [78]. The research results showed a decrease in the mechanical properties of
composites when temperature increase. The best results, both in terms of compressive strength and
flexural strength, were for negative temperatures [78]. For the compressive strength, the best results
were obtained for samples without reinforcement—about 45 MPa, for 0.5% fiber addition about 38 MPa,
and for 1% 30 MPa. The flexural strength for samples with 1% addition of fibers was 9 MPa and for
samples without reinforcement and with 0.5% fibers addition it was below 7.2 MPa [78]. Recently also
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the hybrid composition included PP and glass fibers [79] and compositions with PP and PO fibers are
investigated [80].
The second most popular polymeric fiber for hybrid geopolymer composite is PE incorporated
with steel [81–86]. This kind of composite was widely studied by Khan et al. [81–84]. The tests were
carried out with the use of two types of steel fibers—spiral and curved fibers of the same length 25 mm
and diameters of 0.55 and 0.3 mm, respectively. The PE fibers were 12 mm long and had 12 µm in
diameter [81]. The fibers were introduced into a geopolymer matrix composed of fly ash and slag.
Fly ash class F came from Gladstone Power Station in Queensland, Australia, and BGC slag came from
a cement plant in Australia [81]. Four types of samples were prepared, including two types of samples
containing 1% fibers (80% steel fibers using both types of fibers in a 50:50 ratio and 20% PE fibers, 80%
spiral steel fibers and 20% PE fibers), and two types of samples containing 2% fibers (90% steel fibers
using both types of fibers in a 50:50 ratio and 10% PE fibers, and 80% steel fibers using both types
of fibers in a 50:50 ratio and 20% PE fibers). The samples were tested after 28 days [81]. The results
show a decrease in the compressive strength of samples with mixed fibers in comparison to samples
with the same content of steel fibers. Composites with hybrid fibers obtain comparable values as a
matrix of 72 MPa [81]. The hybrid fibers significantly improved the flexural strength. The flexural
strength for samples without reinforcement was 3.89 MPa, and then it increased with the addition
of steel fibers, for the subsequent contents it was, respectively: 1%—6.1 MPa, 1.5%—6.7 MPa and
2%—9.6 MPa. For samples with 1% addition of steel fibers and PE, the following values were obtained:
6.9 MPa for composites with the addition of 80% steel fibers using both types of fibers in the 50:50 ratio
and 20% PE fibers, and 4.9 MPa for composites with the addition of 80% spiral steel fibers and 20% PE
fibers. The highest values were obtained for composites with 2% mixed fibers, it was: 9.8 MPa for 90%
steel fibers using both types of fibers in the 50:50 ratio and 10% PE fibers and 11.3 MPa for 80% steel
fibers with using both types of fibers in a 50:50 ratio and 20% PE fibers [81].
The hybrid reinforcement of steel and PE fibers was also investigated in a geopolymer matrix
composed of fly ash from Hong Kong, Chinese slag, and sand. Steel fibers had 13 mm long and 180 µm
in diameter and PE fibers had 13 mm long and 17 µm in diameter. Fibers were added to the composites
in the amount of 2% by volume, changing the proportions of between steel and PE fibers (100% steel
fibers, 75:25, 50:50, 25:75, and 100% PE fibers). The samples were tested after 28 days [85]. The results
of the compressive tests show improvement with an increase in the steel fiber content. The values
for particular samples are as follows: 100% steel fibers—78 MPa, 75:25—77 MPa, 50:50—68.2 MPa,
25:75—63.8 MPa and 100% PE fibers—64.8 MPa [85]. At the same time, the positive effect of the
addition of PE fibers on the inhibition of the cracking mechanisms has been observed. The change of
the crack character from a brittle fracture to a more ductile one was confirmed [85].
Cui et al. decided to add to hybrid reinforcement additional fibers. The reinforcement includes: 1%
copper-coated micro steel fiber, 1% high-strength PE fibers in volume fraction, and 0.4%, 0.8%, and 1.2%
methylcellulose in weight fraction [86]. The geopolymer matrix was based on fly ash and slag. The steel
and PE fibers had a positive influence on compressive strength. Additionally, the addition of the
fibers changed the damage pattern from brittle to ductile. It effectively suppresses the development of
multiple micro-cracks [86]. Moreover, the methylcellulose increased the ductility of the composite [86].
Another hybrid reinforcement, a 1% addition of PVA fibers and a 1% addition of steel fibers, was
tested on a metakaolin matrix with the addition of class F ashes and various sand fractions [58,59].
The results were compared to the properties of traditional cement materials, as well as to composites
with one type of fiber. The studies were conducted after 28 days [58,59]. The results show that the
composites based on the geopolymer matrix achieved comparable values in terms of flexural strength
as composites based on traditional concrete. Additionally, these composites achieved higher values
compared to composites containing only PVA fibers (2%) and lower than composites with the addition
of fibers steel (2%) [58,59].
Carbon fiber nanotubes (diameter 30–50 nm) and PA fibers (length 5 mm and diameter 12 µm)
were also investigated as a hybrid reinforcement [87]. The geopolymer matrix was based on metakaolin
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activated with phosphoric acid. The fibers were added in the following percentages: 0.0%, 0.5%,
1.0%, 1.5%, 2.0%, 2.5% by weight [87]. The best mechanical properties were achieved for the hybrid
reinforcement—the compressive strength was approximately 115 MPa for 1.5% of the additive (for the
same amount of PA fibers it was 90 MPa, and 51.7 MPa for the plain matrix material) [87]. The best
result for flexural strength was also for 1.5% addition of hybrid fibers—about 38 MPa (for the same
amount of PA fibers the strength was about 27 MPa, and for plain matrix it was 9.9 MPa) [87].
The hybrid reinforcement is a very promising research area. It allows to increase compressive
strength and flexural strength by using different types of reinforcement.
4. Summarized Mechanical Properties of Composites Reinforced with Polymer Fibers
Different fibers were used for reinforced geopolymer composites (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Overall classification of fibers used for reinforcement the geopolymer composites.
These fibers had different inherent properties such as crystallinity, thermal stability, mechanical
properties etc. that could significantly influence on the final properties of the material. The basic
i such as density and tensi e strength for the most popular polymer fibers are presented
in Table 1.
Table 1. Basic properties of selected polymer fibers.
Fiber Density [g/cm3] Tensile Strength [MPa] Tensile Modulus [GPa] Reference
Aramid 1.39–1.44 3280–4120 79–83 [17,88]
PAN 1.1–1.2 1000–2200 35–55 [19,89]
PA 1.09–1.37 50–90 0.35–20 [20,89,90]
PE 0.96–0.98 3500–4200 135–235 [33,89]
PP 0.89–0.92 50–600 0.5–3.0 [26– 8, 9]
PVA 1.19–1.31 1600 250 [33,89]
The properties of polymer fibers can have significant influence on the composites, including the
fibers pre-treatment [2]. Moreover, the fibers from different suppliers could have slightly different
properties. It could cause difference in the composites properties. Nevertheless, th polymer fibers
have some advantages that make their use popular, such as: more predi table properties than natural
fibers, repeatable imensions, lack of probl ms with cohesi n into the matrix, and t ssibl design
of the properties.
Th r search work carried out so far for polymer fiber-rei f rced geopolymer composites shows
that their addition is an effective method of improving mechanical properties. The most common
applied as a reinforcement are PP and PVA fibers (Table 2.).
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Table 2. Characteristics of the short fiber-reinforced geopolymers.
Fiber Length Diameter wt.% Reference
Aramid 30 mm 0.5 mm 1.0 vol.% [17]
PAN 6 mm 12 µm 0.4%, 0.8%, 1.2% [19]
PA 10 mm 55 µm 0.4%, 0.8%, 1.2 vol.% [20]
PA 8 mm 40 µm 2.0 vol.% [21]
PE 12 mm 12 µm 2.0 vol.% [21]
PE 12 mm 12 µm 0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5%, 2.0% [22]
PP 3 mm 10 µm 0.25%, 0.5%, 0.75% [28]
PP 12 mm 7.5 µm 0.4%, 0.8%, 1.2 vol.% [33]
PP 12 mm 18–30 µm 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.3%, 0.4 vol.% [34]
PP 20 mm 38 µm 2.0 vol.% [35]
PP 30 mm 1 mm 1.5 vol.% [38]
PP 3–19 mm 17 µm 0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5%, 2.0% [39]
PP 6 mm 11.2 µm 0.25%, 0.5%, 0.75%, 1.0 vol.% [40]
PP 19 mm 40 µm 0.5%, 1.0% [42]
PP 8 mm 40 µm 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.3%, 0.4 vol.% [43]
PP 18, 19 and 51 mm 22 µm 0.5 vol.% [44]
PP 10 and 15 mm 50 µm 0.5%, 1%, 1.5 vol.% [46]
PP 6 mm 20 µm 0.3%, 0.5%, 1.0% [47]
PP 12 mm 40 µm 0.15%, 0.30%, 0.45% [48]
PVA 8 mm 39 µm 0.4%, 0.8%, 1.2 vol.% [20]
PVA 8 mm 40 µm 0.4%, 0.8%, 1.2% [33]
PVA 15/18 mm 20/30 µm 2.0 vol.% [38]
PVA 7 mm 18 µm 1.0% [57]
PVA 10 mm 12 µm 2.0 vol.% [60,61]
PVA 8/12 mm 40/100 µm 2.0 vol.% [62]
PVA 8 mm 39 µm 2.0%, 5.0%, 7.0% [65]
PVA 8 mm 40 µm 2.0% [21]
PVA 12 mm 20 µm 0.15%, 0.30%, 0.45% [48]
PVA 12 mm 40 µm 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8%, 1.0%,1.2 vol.% [67]
PVC 7 mm 0.4 µm 1.0% [57]
PO 48 and 55 mm N/A 0.5 vol.% [44]
Most of the research work showed an improvement in both the compressive strength and the
flexural strength of composites (Table 3).
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61.6 8.8 66.2(+7.5%) 12.2 (+38.6%) [20]
PVA
(1.2 vol.%)
Fly ash + slag +
sand 60.5 8.4
63.0
(+4.3%) 11.8 (+39.8%) [33]
PVA
(2.0 vol.%) Fly ash 70.0 7.1
101.9
(+45.6%) 10.5 (+47.9%) [38]
PVA (1.0%) Metakaolin + slag N/A 6.9 N/A 11.2 (+62.3%) [57]
PVA (2.0 vol.%) Fly ash 54.6 N/A 63.7(+16.7) N/A [60,61]
PVA (2.0 vol.%) Fly ash 49.2 4.8 84.9(+72.7) 18.2 (+278.2%) [62]
PVA





PVA (2.0%) Fly ash + slag 48.6 N/A 48.7(+0.2%) N/A [21]





(+30.0%) 10.0 (+53.8%) [67]
PVC (1.0%) Metakaolin + slag N/A 6.9 N/A 10.0 (+44.9%) [57]
PO (0.5 vol.%) Fly ash + slag 50.4 N/A 43.8(−13.1%) N/A [44]
1 Results for: compressive strength (cs)—0.8 vol.% of fiber and flexural strength (fs)—1.2 vol.% of fiber. 2 Results
for: cs—0.4 vol.% of fiber and fs—1.2 vol.% of fiber. 3 Results for: cs—0.5 vol.% of fiber and fs—1.5 vol.% of fiber
(10 mm length). 4 Results for: cs—1.5 vol.% of fiber and fs—1.2 vol.% of fiber. 5 Results for: cs—0.8 vol.% of fiber
and fs—1.2 vol.% of fiber.
It is worth noting that in some cases the authors report a very high flexural strength value after
adding fibers, compared to the compressive strength [19,33,62]. These works require verification of the
research methodology before the wider application of the results, as this behavior is not typical for this
type of material.
The compressive strength for polymeric fibers usually increased, and only for some cases does it
decrease. However, the main reason of polymer fiber addition is not a compressive strength, but the
flexural strength and fracture tongues behavior. The flexural strength for presented research increased
generally (about 50%). In the case of research where it decreased or does not significantly change,
the authors explained it by voids in material, fibers agglomerations or improper interfacial mechanism
between fibers and matrix [2,12,48,91,92].
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The most of mentioned research was focused on compressive and flexural strength of
fiber-reinforced geopolymer, because of planned applications in the construction industry. Some
investigations also discussed other mechanical properties such as tensile strength [17,21,25,33,91].
The research shows the increasing tensile strength is correlated with increasing of flexural strength.
The improving the tensile performance of the composites is also important factor for fibers addition [92].
Another important reason for fiber reinforcement is fracture toughness, including changing
the fracture form brittle to more ductile [2]. These mechanism were observed by some
authors [21–24,54–59,85,86]. It was mainly described together with results of flexural strength as
a changes in material behavior. The polymer fibers have significant influence on that mechanism by the
energy absorption and limitation of micro-cracks propagation [2,12]. Fracture toughness is important
for polymer fiber composites, because it expand the area of application for this materials. The more
ductile mechanism increased safety of buildings in such situations as fire or earthquakes, because it
gives time for evacuation.
5. Comparison of the Properties of Composites with Traditional Building Materials
The values of the obtained mechanical properties can be compared to traditional building materials.
The value obtained for the geopolymer matrix can be compared to the properties of the most popular
concretes, which are used practically at every stage of building a house, both from pouring foundation
alloys, foundation slabs or the foundations themselves, as well as for various types of foundation,
walls, columns, lintels, terraces, stairs, ceilings, etc. It is used both in internal and external applications,
including for pouring and embedding fence posts and for making small concrete elements and small
architecture. The values given for this type of concretes are usually: the compressive strength of
20 MPa and the flexural strength above 4 MPa. In all these applications, the said concrete can be
replaced by a geopolymer material.
Moreover, the addition of fibers increased the mechanical properties of composites and made
it possible to meet the requirements for the so-called architectural concretes, i.e., the compressive
strength of 35 MPa and the flexural strength of 8 MPa, which allows their use for complex spatial
elements. Selected composites allow for specialized applications—Table 4. The addition of fibers not
only increased the mechanical properties but also improved other properties of composites, such as
resistance to high temperatures and durability [8,41,91].
Table 4. Area of investigated applications for the composites—short fibers reinforced geopolymers.
Area of Application Fiber Reference
High-temperature resistant PA, PP, PVA [9,20,39,52,70]
Structures PAN, PP, PVA [19,27,68,69]
Lightweight application PP [39,50,51]
Repair works PVA [71]
Isolation material PP [39,49–51]
3D printing technology PP, PVA, PBO [40,41]
6. Contemporary Research Challenges for Geopolymer Materials Reinforced with Fibers
The area of research on geopolymers reinforced with fibers, in particular short fibers, faces
many challenges [12,91,92]. Some of them are related to the geopolymer material itself, others to the
proper functioning of the fiber-matrix system. Eventually, the specific research issues connected with
fiber-reinforcement for geopolymer composites are required. The many types of fibers have not been
tested in terms of their applicability in such composites yet [41,93]. It is also necessary to conduct more
comprehensive and advanced research in this area since in the case of many fibers only preliminary
tests were performed on a small number of samples, which were not followed up further [1,8,91,94].
One of the most important research challenges related to the properties of the geopolymer matrix is
the variable quality and composition of fly ash. This causes not only the problem of comparing research
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results between particular works but above all problems with the implementation of geopolymers
based on recyclable materials in practice [1,94,95]. One of the possible solutions to this problem is
geopolymers based on metakaolin. However, important environmental benefits are then lost, in the
form of the possibility of managing anthropogenic waste [95,96]. When treating the problem a bit more
broadly, it is worth noting that there is also the possibility of developing geopolymer materials based
on other types of waste. Research in this area was carried out, among others with the use of waste from
coal mining, in particular, the so-called gangues and also wastes from the extraction of metal ores [96].
Another research challenge related to the geopolymer material itself is the small amount of data
on the durability of the material and the lack of appropriate standards defining the possibilities of its
applications [12,51,70,97]. It should be noted that the durability of traditional building materials is also
questioned by many scientific works [98]. Theoretical predictions show the long-term usefulness of
geopolymer materials [98], however, no studies confirm these calculations in practice. Preparation and
carrying out of such tests for individual materials is necessary for their implementation in practice.
The next research challenge is also the optimization of the production process of these materials.
In this aspect, it is worth mentioning the elimination of the curing at high temperatures and the
possibility of developing geopolymer materials hardened at ambient temperature [23,29,79,81,83–85].
Such research works are undertaken in some research centers, but they do not always allow obtaining
materials with satisfactory mechanical properties [29,44]. Such work is currently carried out for
composites with polymer fibers and brings much better results than for a plain matrix [79,81,83–85].
The second solution that allows the price of materials to be reduced, and at the same time the safety of
their production to be improved, is to replace the alkaline compounds used in the geopolymerization
process with acids. Currently, work in this field is carried out in several centers around the world, with
the best results being obtained in China [87,99].
Currently, an important direction of development is the creation of new materials friendly for
the environment. There is a significant market demand for ecological materials, and in particular for
materials based on renewable raw materials or waste products. The rational management of natural
resources and the use of waste materials are becoming increasingly important. It also gives the chance
to use polymer waste fibers [95,100]. The growing ecological awareness of society, including the
awareness of sustainable development, means that the issue of environmental impact is increasingly
being discussed. Modern composites, based on geopolymers, allow to reduce the emission of substances
harmful for the environment and at the same time save natural resources by waste using [2,100].
Geopolymer composites, in particular with fiber reinforcements, intended for advanced applications,
are part of the sustainable development policy that is currently a guideline for the creation of legal
standards in many countries in Europe and the world [1].
7. Conclusions
Research on the possibility of creating new geopolymer composites with additives of various
types of short polymer fibers is constantly being developed across the world. This problem is still
insufficiently researched. The available literature does not describe research with the use of many
possible fillers, such as melamine fibers, and therefore it is possible to conduct both experimental work
and theoretical considerations creating models of behavior of given composites. This research area
offers a lot of opportunities for future scientific exploration of the topic as well as new possibilities for
the practical application of these kinds of material.
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